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LVII I .  On melting Cao~dchoue, or Iadia-Rubber, and pre- 
serving Iron and Steel from Rust. t3y ART"tHOR AIKIN, Es~]. 
Secretary to the Society Jbr the Encouragement of Arts, 
.Manufactures and Commerce ~'. 

19, John-street, Adelphi, Dec. 24, 1821. 
DEArt S I a , - - Y o u  well know the many attempts that  have 
been made to preserve iron and steel from rust, and the small 
success with which they have been in general attended. Greasy 
and oil3' , or resinous, substances have formed the basis of the 
different preparations proposed and employed for this purpose: 
but in the former, when rancidity comes on, an acid is produced 
which em'rodes the iron ; and the latter, when dry, are apt to 
crack, and thus afford an inlet to moisture, which, as soon as it 
has insinuated itself, begins to act on the iron, and to throw off 
the varnish in scale% on aeeount of the enlargement of bulk 
which the particles of iron undergo when converted into oxide. 

Some time ago the thought occurred to me, that  melted 
caoutchouc would be found to possess peculiar advantages in 
preserving the surface of iron from being acted on by the a tmo-  
sphere ; arising from its little susceptibility of chemical change 
when exposed to the air ; from its treacly'consistence under all 
ordinary temperatures ; from its strong adhesion to the surface 
of iron or steel ; mad at the same time from the facility with 
which it is removed by. a soft rag mad a piece of stale bread. 

I aceordingly made the trial, by procuring small plates of iron 
and of steel, aud smearing one half of their surface lightly over 
with the caoutchouc, and exposing them on a table in a labora- 
tory during the last five or six weeks. The result has bee" b that  
the portions of the plates covered by the eaoutehoue have been 
preserved unchanged, while the unprotected portions have been 
almost entirely corroded. The finger or a soft brush are the 
most convenient implements for applying the eaoutchoue;  and, 
as soon as the article has been covered, it ought to be set up on 
end, in order that  the excess may drain from it, which will take 
place in a day or two. 

The temperature for melting caoutchouc is nearly equal to 
that  required for the fusion of lead ; but if this is at tempted to 
be performed in a pipkiu, or any other open vessel, a eoplous 
emission of vapour will take place, the mass will become more 
or less eharred, and is very likely to take rite. I therefore re-  
quested my friend Mr. P. ;I'aylor, of Bury court, St. Mary Axe, 
to melt sotne for me in a close vessel ; and this plan succeeded 
perfectly. The vessel employed on this occasion, was a kind of 
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copper flask containing a horizontal stirrer or agitator, which 
being kept in motion by means of a handle rising above the flask, 
prevented the caoutchouc from burning to the bottom. 

I am~ dear sir~ yours~ 
A. AIKIN. 

P . S . - - I n  the preceding notice I have stated the method of 
applying the caoutchouc precisely as I have mvself practised it, 
and as I comnmnicated it to Mr. Perkins "~. "To him is owing 
the suggestion of incorporating the caoutchouc with oil of tur-  
pentine; which makes it more easy in its application ; and has 
the further advantage of causing the caoutchouc to dry into a 
firm tough varni.~h, impenetrable to moisture, and capable at any 
time of being removed by means of a soft brush charged with 
warm oil of turpentine. 

T. Gill, Esq. 
Mr. Perkins employs the caoutchouc in preserving his engraved steel 

blocks, plates, rolls, dies, &c. fi'om oxidation. 

LIX.  On the Eclipses of  Jupiter's Satellites during the pre- 
sent Year*. 

T n  t s Table contains a list of all the Eclipses of Jupiter 's sa- 
tellites, marked as visible at Greenwich, deduced fl'om the Con- 
naissance des Terns for 1822, by deducting tile difference of the 
meridians, or, 9 ' 2  l 't. The times of the eclipses, in that work, 
have been computed fi'om M. Delambre's new tables published 
in 1817]'. I have calculated several of them, and find them 
eorreet. I know not from what tables those in the Nautical 
Almanac have been cmnputed (the laudable custom of informing 
the puhlie on these points having been for some years omitted), 
hut there is so striking a difference between the results in the 
two work,, that I thought it might be acceptable to the practical 
astronomer to have them presented at one view. The differences 
amount, in some eases, to 2 t 10'q If the computations in the 
Nautical Ahnanae have been made (as formerly) by two separate 
persons, and should prove incorrect, it is singular they should 
both have fallen into precisely the ~ame errors. The list con- 
tains only those eclipses wh~.eh are recorded in both works. The 
last column may be useful to the observer when looking out for 

* From Mr. F. Baily's "Astronomical Tables and Remarks for the year 
1822 :" a work printed for private circulation only. 

~" The Commissioners of the Board of Longitude have deferred the use 
of these tables till the year 1324 ; a period of seven years from the date 
of their publication. This is nearly fulfilling the injunction of Horace: 
nonumque prematur in annum. It certainly gives ample time for the detec- 
tion of any errors. 
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